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of review responhome first. The Delta Gamma sorority member
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EDITOR’S NOTEThis is the last of Iwo articles dealing with legislathat Alpha Epsilon Phi, national ,
tion and proposed legislation which affects the SJS Division of Education.
women’s sorority, has been invited "
Today’s article is discussion of Assembly Bill 2 which may be considered
by the State Legislature in January.
to colonize on the SJS campus.
The new colony will be made up
By CHERI WALKER
of members of Delta Beta Sigma,
Investigative Writer
a local sorority unrecognized by
Trouble brewed among educators when the State Legislature
the college.
adopted the Fisher Bill in 1961 and called for a reorganization
According to newly elected colives of the chancelof the state’s system for educating teachers.
tural staff have ap- ony president Lenore Smith, the
Trouble is brewing again over Assembly Bill 2 which may be
nal schematic draw- national has accepted the invitabefore the slate assembly when it reconvenes in January.
) and Associates, ar- tion and will colonize on Jan. 10
Proposed by Assemblyman Leo J. Ryan, (D, South San Franhe new SJS College of next year.
The colony is also officially joincisco), Assembly Bill 2 is a plan which includes a master teacher
program, an intern teaching program, plus the five years of
were proposed. The ing Panhellenic and will particibe presented to the pate in the coming informal spring , college already required by legislation resulting from the Fisher
inal consideration in rush with the other 12 sororities ; Bill.
The bill proposes the establishment of a Master Teachers’
65, according to Rog- at SJS.
Commission, headed by the superintendent of public instruction,
Miss Smith also said that the
Ilege Union Director.
with a staff of 20 appointed members. Ten appointees would be
with representatives colony hopes to become an active
teachers from elementary schools, and 10 would be from high
Thitectural staff yes- chapter of its national by Septemschools or junior colleges.
ber, 1965.
ew(xxl.
If the bill is adopted with no modifications, this commission
would be responsible for appointing master teachers, or teachers
who have had 10 years of teaching experience and the proper
recommendations.
MASTER TEACHERS
INGO LEADER CHARGES GUNRUNNING
Master teachers, in turn, would direct teaching interns, or
MILLE, ’Me Congo tUP11- The commander-in-chief
students who have completed the five-year program required by
lest’ army charged yesterday that four African nations
the Fisher Act. Interns would work with the master teacher
tins to rebels trying to overthrow the government.
during the first ytqlr of internship and teach classes the second
ph Mobutu said it is ’’a regular, organized airlift for
year.
imed the participating nations as the United Arab ReIf the teaching interns meet all the standards at the end of
a, Ghana and Mali. The general said "it has been going
the two years, the master teacher would recommend them for
a standard teaching credential.
’rum Khartoum, capital of the Sudan, earlier this week
a built transport planes carrying Congo-bound supplies
ha, a Sudan town near the border with the northeast

New Sorority
Plans Colony

Council Passes Trip Funds
Over Strong Pisano Dissent
By SCOTT MOORE
noon that is is "uncertain whether sented the ASH and that Clark
A policy statement favoring al- FAB will meet before the start was his emissary to the original
national convention of ASGUSA
location of $325 to send Bill Clark, of the Christmas holidays.
However, council also issued held during Thanksgiving.
sophomore representative, to a
Council had voted to join the
national ASB executive conference another policy statement declarin Kentucky Dec. 27 was passed ing that it favors the allocation organization and sent Clark and
Katherine (J.J.) Fraser, junior
by Student Council late last night whether FAB meets or not.
Since FAB is an advisory group representative, to its convention
over the vigorous dissent of Bob
only, council has a legal right to in Oklahoma.
Pisano, ASB president.
Clark was elected regional chairMeeting at 10 p.m., council ap- approve any expenditure without
man at that meeting. The upcomproved the allocation 10-0-4 fol- FAB’s advisement.
Pisano indicated after the meet- ing conference is part of the dulowing Pisano’s declaration that
it was an "unwarranted expendi- ing ended that he had not made ties of this office.
Pisano’s objections to the Dec.
up his mind to sign, or veto, counture of money."
27 trip are based on his statement
Council approval was given over cil’s action.
If he does not sign the policy that "while I believe participation
Pisano’s dissent a few minutes
statement or vetoes it, then Clark in ASGUSA is currently justified
before midnight.
The late session was an exten- will not be able to gounless ; have some question as to whether
sion of council’s regular after- council overrides Pisano’s action t will be in the future.
"I don’t have enough confidence
noon meeting. It was recessed to by a two thirds vote.
There was some discussio nabout ’n the organization yet. to justify
allow representatives to attend
the tree lighting ceremony in -ailing a special meet’s- today if
,,1 Howfront of the Engineering Ilisilditrt.
.‘ie sly per Because a quorum could not ^...ver, the president
state:a,
be present after dinner due to class on who can legal y call a special ept.on’
that one of its membership 0..f:
and job conflicts the meeting re- council session.
Why did council decide to favor cially represents the entire stusumed at 10 p.m.
dent body.
Before Clark can go to the ex- the allocation?
He called this a "dangerous
"If we’re in this organization,
ecutive conference of ASGUSA
(Associate Student Governments we should support it wholehearted- precedent."
Uniess council wants to amend
of the U.S.A.) council action must ly," Clark declared. "I believe I
"’ho
be legally approved by FAB (Fi- was the representat’vn of SJS he
,
dent - ’it"
nancial Advisory Board)
and and not the pre
Earlier, Plano
1 that
signed by Pisano.
reprePisano revealed yesterday after- he, as president, off.e
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hat area of the Congo that rebels are said to have mos+
.gth.
ws conference yesterday, Mobutu displayed automatic
le in Conummist China and said they Nut been taker
d and killed rebels in Stanleyville.

Arab-Israeli
Student Groups
Discuss Conflict

IHISTS HYMN HUNGER STRIKE IN SAIGON
111Pli More than 450 Buddhist monks and nuns began
ke yesterday aimed at. toppling the U.S.-supported South
tovernment. They ignored an appeal by American offiit off.
military front, the government issued a revised report
tattle with Communist forces last week, admitting that
s captured or destroyed a quarter of million dollars
serican equipment.
lot’ officials from the U.S. Embassy spent three hours
Quang, a powerful Buddhist leader, in an
Thich
titer his anti -government hostility. lie has been on a
since Saturday.

Arab and Jewish student groups
will meet to discuss the ArabIsraeli conflict in the Middle East
tonight at 8 in Newman Hall, 79 S.
Fifth St.
Ahron Bogomilsky of Hillel, student Jewish organization, and Mohammad Adwan, vice president of
the Arab-American Club, will deliver speeches discussing the possibilities of resolving the differences
between the Arab nations and
Israel.

Educators are already wary of this bill. One of the problems
created by the Fisher Act is a shortage of teachers because, first,
it takes longer for students to get through school, and secondly,
because it disqualifies teachers from out of state except on a
provisional basis.
Passage of Assembly Bill 2 would add two more years to
teacher training.
Even this is not the major complaint against the bill. It
would, according to reliable sources, dissolve local control of who
is allowed to teach in a district. It would also take salary control away from the individual districts because master teachers
would immediately receive the highest salary granted for the
type of work done.
Another point of discontent is the fact that teaching credentials could only be obtained with the approval of the master
teacher. There is also the fact that a peison might be a wonderful teacher but a poor administrator.
MAKE THINGS WORSE
Dr. Matthew Vessel, head of the Science Education department has stated that if the bill passes as it appears in preprint
form "it would only make things worse instead of better."
He also pointed out that "what was proposed and what came
out with the Fisher Act are as different as day and night."
Rumblings among professors are pretty much an In-group
thing at this point, since the bill is merely in the preprint stage
and won’t go before the assembly until January.
Many faculty members, who wish to remain anonymous, felt
the proposal of the Fisher Bill was a political maneuver to gain
political attention. They feel that this is also the motive behind
Assembly Bill 2 and for that reason declined to comment or
would only comment anonymously.
Comment now, many of them feel, only would add fuel to
the publicity fire which they charge Assemblyman Ryan with
seeking. Therefore, they will bide their time and keep their fingers crossed until January.

Professor of Religion finds
nteraction in faith, Doubt

"Creative and healthy interaction" results from faith and doubt
concerning the existence of God,
Dr. Robert McAfee Brown said
yesterday.
Dr. Brown, professor of religion
and special programs in humanities
at Stanford University, explored
methods of dealing with the question in 8 speech in Concert Hall.
Explaining he was "not trying
to score debater’s points" or to deliver a sermon, Dr. Brown said he
feels that, while the question of

be kept open on one
God
level, "there are all the other
levels on which, if we are willing
to face them honestly, the resultant questions can be increasingly
answered in the affirmative."
Dr. Brown indicated that while
evidence of God’s workings may
be dim and belief in God is never
easy, "Perhaps we’re not really
looking in places He is at work."
"I’m pretty sure He is more at
work with Mississippi civil rights
workers than in Mississippi
churches," he said.

Dumke Advocates
Pay Increase
LOS ANGELES (UPI)
Dr.
Glenn S. Dumke, chancellor for the
California State Colleges, has
urged the California Co-ordinating
Council for Higher Education to
seek "at least" a 10 per cent ix*
hike for college professors.
Dumke told the council Tuesday
the pay raise was necessary to
hold competent instructors in the
classroom rather than letting them
go to the lure of higher salaries
and shorter hours for research
work,

SJS Target
OfBomb 1k ix
"Can you hear me? A bomb will
vo off at 11 o’clock in Centennial
i tall." And thus began yesterday’s
bomb scare at SJS.
The above message was received
by a college operator at approximately 10:20 a.m. The caller was
male.
After calls were made to President Robert D. Clark, SJS Secur,ty, San Jose Police and San Jose
Fire Department, a search of the
building was carried out, but no
bomb was found.
The administration decided not
to evacuate the building. Four police units and 2 fire trucks responded to the alarm.

Debs’ Biography
Discussed in Talk
"What he fought for was impossible, but he cried out, got justice.
and people heard," said Dr. Ted
Hinckley, associate professor of
history, in yesterday’s book talk
on "Eugene Debs: Socialist for
President."
The book was written by Wayne
Morgan who taught history at San
Jose State from 1960-61 and who
currently is teaching at the University of Texas.
A biography of the life of Debs,
the book stresses Debs’ involvement in politics and socialism. "In
politics Debs saw the chance to
question the wrongs of industrial
work," Dr. Hinckley said.
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McNamara Tells
NATO of Arsenal

Happiest Holiday Greetings
To Sparta . . . . From Us

PARIS (UPI) --Secretary of
Defense Robert S. McNamara
told the Western Allies today the
United States has a mighty arsenal of weapons for the protection of Europe that includes
more than 800 intercontinental
ballistics missiles.
In a speech to the Council of
Ministers of the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization t NATO),
McNamara gave a revealing Picture of American military
strength.
The defense secretary said
U.S. nuclear power includes:
More than 300 polaris missiles.
Hundreds of B52 bombers.
Total nuclear firepower located in Germany alone which
is more than 5,000 times that of
the atomic bomb dropped on
Hiroshima in 1945.
With all this power, McNamara said the United States
sees no point in increasing expenditures on strategic weapons
for the alliance.
He added that, in general, the
present structural goals for
forces within Europe appeared
adequate if a few countries
would go ahead and fulfill their
commitments under these goals.

Members of the Spartan Daily editorial staff, the advertising staff and the advisers wish everyone at SJS a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.
Christmas vacation offers everyone a breather before the
hassle of final examinations begins. We hope everyone will take
time out to relax and enjoy the holidays.
C.W.
&gain, a Merry Christmas to everyone!

Christmas Season Reminds
Man of ’Good Will’ Spirit
As we depart for our annual rendezvous N.ith Ivy() weeks
of holiday glee, let the pause a moment to re-ealuate a few
basic assumptions.
Christmas is a time we all recognize as a time for songs,
laughter, and sparkling lights and pine scents blending with
Pleasant aromas drifting out of the kitchen.
"Peace on Earth," we ploclaim, "Good Will Toward Men."
Good mill toward men. Is this a meaningful assemblage of
words or something Yye long since have relegated to the vast
forgotten sea of phrases which continue to pound on the shore
but which no longer are heard because we are no accustomed to
hearing them?
elout have to be Christians to believe in "Good Will
Toward Men." All but the most cynical among us would agree
that sacrifice for, and tolerance of others are true virtues. Yet,
most of us forget what this holiday season is all about.
Gifts, laughter, food and fun are all important aspects of
our winter holidas. But how often do we have a sharp word
for the sa le,pir-on as ho is much too busy to serve us as promptly
as we desire?
Host often have we leaned on the horn when a driver has
stalled his car in the middle of the intcrsection?
How often base we been angr when the gifts we received
were not as expensise as the ones we (sase?
How often base we passed hy the car with a flat tire because if we stopped to help we wonld be late to the party?
This is the time of year for discovering how rewarding and
enjoyable life can be if we strise to help and understand one
another.
Let us use this holiday season to pledge ourselves anew to
the ta,k of bringing real "Peace on Earth, Good Will Toward
KA.
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Lyke Sales End Today

Lyke, SJS feature magazine,
will conclude sales today. The
magazine is on sale throughout
the campus featuring travel, fiction and interviews.
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Thrust and Parry
Editor:
Congratulations to Marilyn
Bell for her series of articles on
the free speech movement at
U.C. Characterized by a refusal
to over-simplify and a willingness to investigate the complexities of the situation, the
depth and comprehension of her
report merit the highest praise.
It is unfortunate that the Don’t
Put Me On-ers (Dec. 11, 1964)
and the Off the Cuff-ers (Dec.
14, 1964) are exempted from
such "investigative" writing.
Gordon E. Geddes
A2030
Patricia L. Ward
Al 3264
Vicki E. Bott
A16009
Ann V. HonsInger

CYpress 8-1212

Gorgeous Gifts
1y efizateth
London

Paris

New York

Blue Grass

1.00 to 10.00

Memoire cherie

4.00 to 12.00

instructors, even to the point of
not agreeing entirely with the
idea of having a Tower List: but
as long as the majority of instructors subscribe to what
might be called a "solus et ultimatus" policy in regard to their
courses (that my course is the
only and ultimate one, and of
course you have no others for
which to do papers, research, or
study), the campus will not be
deserted, but will be haunted by
library-users and tired note
takers, NOT on vacation.

Frank B. Donahue
ASB 26
Se*

*
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FREE SPEECH MOVEMENT
STUDENT DEMONSTRATIONS 44
Lt record of Universdy or C
Student Sit In
I

Editor:

1

I would like publicly to express my appreciation to your
investigative writer, Marilyn
Bell, for her three excellent articles on the free speech controversy at U.C. Based on my
own knowledge of the events
which are taking place there, I
would judge her description and
commentary to be far superior
to those which I have read in
other local and Bay Area newspapers. She obviously investigated the issues and her analyses of the facts were presented
lucidly.

BOSTON (UPI(A Williams
College historian has discovered
an error on the tablet which
for half a century has marked
the site of the Boston Tea
Party of 1773, it was reported
Wednesday.
The Boston Tea Party assocl-

ate- ..iid that Benjamin Woods
Labaree, associate professor of
history at Williams, had established that the tablet was in
error in indicating that 342
chests of tea were tossed into
Boston harbor on that historic
night.

DOUBTING THOMAS?
HOPEFUL AGNOSTIC?
Christianity has more to offer than hope, it has positive
proof in the form of a MIRACLE which was foretold,
described and is intensely personal. Ask the Religious
Leaders or send me a card marked ESP-17. My reply is
free, non-Denominational, Christian. Martyn W. Hart,
Box. 53, Glen Ridge, N.J. 07028 (USA).
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winds will blow across a deserted
campus" just is not so. I have
great respect for professors and
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Steven Aimen
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STUDENT DISCOUNTS
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is a colorful advertising medium.
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Ideal for all Spartan cyclists.
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PAUL’S CYCLES
1435 TIe Alameda
Phone: 293-9766
San Jose

Again, my appreciation.
E. E. Rutherford
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Home Ec Students
Plan Now for Reg
appointments with their ads iier,
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programs
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fessor of Home Economics.
Pre-registration will be held
for majors who have cleared
programs with advisers. Pre-reg
dates are Jan. 20-22 Lind 25 in
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297-4609
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Professional Pharmacists
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Born of a Virgin?
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The idea that a child could be born of a virgin without human ’0
C
B-- father is not often taken very seriously any more, except by Christians. -B4
E. who have good reason for believing in miraculous events. The account :7,..7
K..- of the virgin birth of Jesus Christ (more properly, of the incarnation -="-.. of God, the time in human history when God the eternal Son took B
---4.- human form), is recorded in the Gospels of Matthew 1:111-25, John --1-g
E

1:1-14, and Luke 1:26-35:

f..
B
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you will conceive in your womb and bear a son, and you shall call His
name Jesus. He will be great, and will be called the Son of the Most
High; and the Lord God will give to Him the throne of His father David,
and He will reign over the house of Jacob forever; and of His kingdom
there will be no end ... the Holy Spirit will come upon you, and the
power of the Most High will overshadow you; therefore the child to be
born will be called holy, the Son of God."

-1
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"In the sixth month the angel Gabriel was sent from God to a city ,...Zof Galilee named Nazareth, to a virgin betrothed to a man whose name EE_-- was Joseph, of the house of David; and the virgin’s name was Mary. Lf-’4 And he said to her, ’Hail, 0 favoured one, the Lord is with you! ... xa:
E- Do not be afraid, Mary. for you have found favor with God. And behold s_tN
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The birth of the Messiah, Jesus Christ, in this very manner was also
announced 700 years earlier by the prophet !sail,: "Therefore the Lord
Himself shall give you a sign; Behold a virgin shall conceive, and bear
a son, and shall call His name Immanuel, meaning God with us." (Isaiah

E-..---.
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=

asking you to accept the fact of the
adequate experimental proof. We ask,
rather, that you begin by meeting personally this same Jesus Christ as
all Christians have done. This will bring the miracle of the new birth in
your own life, and thereafter, miracles such as the virgin birth end the
resurrection will fall quite naturally into place. It is not head knowledge
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conciled to God.

- 7.7.-

"... We ourselves were once foolish, disobedient, led astray, slaves
to various passions and pleasures, passing our days in malice and envy,
hated by men and hating one another; but when the goodness and toning kindness of God our Saviour appeared, He saved us, not because
of deeds done by us in righteousness, but in virtue of His own mercy,
by the washing of regeneration and renewing of the Holy Spirit, which
He poured out upon us richly through Jesus Christ our Savior, so that
we might be justified by His grace and become heirs in hope of eternal
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render of one’s heart and will to Jesus Christ can any person be re. ----

.W.- life." (Titus 33-7).
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As I peer over the top of my typewriter, I see a barrage ul
Christmas cards yet to be sent, a list of gifts yet to buy, and a pile
of paper and ribbon waiting to entwine their future contents.
Every year I hear tell of how some wise people bought their
Christmas gifts on sale in July, wrapped them in August, and
labeled them in September. These same people address their Christmas cards in October and start their Christmas baking in November.
Not me!
Christmas isn’t Christmas without the last minute scurrying
through the store, jostling with other holiday shoppers. Christmas
isn’t Christmas without the continual ring of the Salvation Army
bell pervading the downtown air. And Christmas isn’t Christmas
without the odors of cookies baking in the oven anti fruit cake
cooling wafting through the house minutes before the holiday itself.
The minute the school bell rings Friday concluding a week
with four mid -terms. I shall celebrate by buying a Christmas tree
to take home. From then on thousands of students will join me in
the race to Christmas. Happy holidays.
DELTA SIGMA PHI
Five SJS coeds came a step closer to the secret dreams of
fraternity men when they were selected as finalists in the annual
Delta Sigma Phi Dream Girl Contest.
One of the lucky quintet, which Includes Carole Callape and
Pat Dolan, Gamma Phi Beta, Pam Arlett and Jo Ann Sobey, Kappa
Alpha Theta and Jimmy Sue Hiller, Alpha Phi, will be crowned
Dream Girl Jan. 9 as the nightlight of the Carnation Ball.
Reigning Dream Girl Barbara Clark will crown her successor
at the formal dance at San Francisco’s Hilton Inn.
THETA XI
A Cinderella dream came true for Kappa Kappa Gamma Shirley
Johnson when the Theta Xi’s crowned her Cinderella Girl.
At the magic stroke of midnight, all eyes turned toward the
finalists at the Cinderella Ball, held at Riverside Golf and Country
Club.
Shirley received red roses and the princesses received white
carnations. Princesses include Ann McMurry, Alpha Omicron Pi;
Marianne Cook, Gamma Phi Beta; Linda Schultz, Sigma Kappa;
Jeanne Grobl, Kappa Alpha Theta, Pam Lashiee, Alpha Phi; and
Sally Carter, Alpha Chi Omega.
Looking toward the future, the brothers have already elected
spring semester officers. They include Al Gray, president; Henry
Taylor, vice president; Bill Miller, treasurer; Norm Hall, house
manager; Jim Wells, social chairman and Doug Eads, scholarship
chairman.
ALPHA CHI OMEGA
The ACh10 pledges pulled off a sneak to beat all sneaks. At
4 a.m. the pledges awoke the actives and hustled them off to San
Francisco in a truck. There they were put on a boat for Angel
Island, where they ate breakfast around a fire. Three new pledges,
Chris Cavaglia, Nancy Kramer and Sue Rudolph, joined the others
for the event.
CIH SIGMA EPSILON
The ladies of Chi Sigma Epsilon, secretarial honorary, held their
annual Christmas party at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Coffin.
Attending were Jeanne Csongradi, Sue Riegel, Norma Del
Prete, Kathy Hurley, Vickie Hankins, Sharon Mason and Margaret
Mulholland. Faculty members present were Mrs. Yvonne Anderson,
club adviser, and Miss Dorothy Beegie.
DELTA GAMMA
Sunday the DC’s sponsored a Christmas party for 30 blind
Children.
A special guest of honor recently was the Rev. Don Enunel, who
discussed the student -parent relationship at school.

-7,1
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this Christmas time the dart of a new life of miraculous love and adventure, possible only by entrusting your life to Janus
Christ, Lord of Lords, and King of glory?

Contemporary Christians on Campus
Box 11791, Palo Alto
--1-.---
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CHRISTMAS FESTIVE

Ts the season to be jolly.
And what better

way to

do it

than on a Shish Kebab with
Rice Pilaff from Bohannon’s?
Relax in holiday atmosphere

ANGEL ATOPSydney Wood, senior nursing mijor from San
Jose, puts the finishing touches on her Christmas tree. For some
students, holiday preparation has not yet begunsee Spardi
Gras.

while enjoying a

meal

fit for

kings. Top off one of our fine
meals with one of Bohannon’s

The Match Box

special Irish coffees.
I I

PINNINGS
Carol Hart, sophomore art major from Santa Cruz to Ray Blute,
Sigma Phi Epsilon, sophomore history major from Cupertino.
Sue Jolley, Alpha Chi Omega, sophomore art major from San
Jose to Phil Calderoni, Sigma Pi, senior chemistry major from
Pittsburg.
Suzanne Lundy, junior art education major from Los Angeles,
to Tom Stewart, Alpha Tau Omega, senior business and industrial
management major from Los Angeles.
NM Anderson, Alpha Omicron Pi, sophomore psychology major
from Lafayette, to Jack Squires, Sigma Phi Epsilon and Spartan
Shields, junior geology major from Lafayette.
ENGAGEMENTS
Vicki Anderson, Alpha Chi Omega, senior occupational therapy
major from San Leandro, to Mike David, Phi Sigma Kappa, 1964 SJS
graduate now working for General Motors. June 26 is the wedding
date.
Barbara Seeps, Alpha Omicron Pi, sophomore English major from San Jose, to Robert
Mats, sophomore business major
at San Jose City College. They
will be married in August.

FREE GAS!

Susan Runt Sigma Kappa,
senior elementary science major from San Jose, to Dave Enterline, Sigma Pi, senior electrical engineering major from Los
Altos. They plan to be married
next September.
Raylene Hermann, Delta Gamma, senior commercial art major
from Lafayette, to Joe Buehler,
Alpha Tau Omega, senior business and industrial management
major from Ogden, Utah.
Virginia Watkins, senior sociology major from Mountain
View, to Jack Cole, 1959, graduate of Michigan Tech in mechanical engineering.

Have
a

a

Merry Christmas

1401 So. First

CY 2-1266

FREE GAS!

I CLIP ’N
TWO NEW BEACOti
STATIONS

1FREE GALLON GAS?
with Purchase of 5 Gallons of Go

2nd & East Williar
in

San Jose

1170 N. 41h Street
Also in San Jose
MOM

’44

Bea, Kelley, Del,

Awten,

Helen, Alaitye,

and

Happy Dinner at Bohannon’s.

MIM

’Fr K

Connie,

’

SPIRITS AT EOHANNON’S

By pAT
Now that the Christmas holiday has almost arrived, students
are grabbing travel folders and
considering places to spend their
free time.
5.15 students are fortunate that
California offers some of the best
vacation spots in the nation.
Starting up north is Humboldt
Countyland of big trees and big
mountains. Excellent fishing,
hunting and sight-seeing make this
area a sportsman’s or nature lover’s r..m.:,dise.
For those who are looking for
a closer spot to spend their time,
Sonoma County is an ideal place
to go Year-around fun is available at the famous Russian River
region for people of all tastes in
vacationing.
For those who will be in the
Los Angeles area during the holidays, a whale of a time can be
had at Marineland of the Pacific
in scenic Palos Verdes. While in
the area, the tourist should be
sure and visit the famous Disneyland and Knott’s Berry Farm.
If one wants to lounge in the
sun for the whole vacation, there
is no place quite like Palm Springs
it’s always warm. This desert
resort is also popular with the water skier, for it is but a short
drive from the Salton Sea.
Just 63 miles below the California-Mexico border is Ensenada.
Mexico’s second largest resort
town. Excellent hunting and deepsea fishing, topped only by the
pleasant climate, draws thousands
of touristas from California each
year to this quaint Mexicon town.
But the most popular pastime
each Christmas seems to be snow
skiity, and California offers plenty
o fthis. Squaw Valley and Mammoth Mountain in the Sierra Nevadas, boast some of the best skiing in the nation. And in Southern
California, Mount Saidy and the
San Bernadlno Mountains afford
local skiing for the Los Angeles

\

JOIN IN THE

California Offers
Christmas Travel
During Holidays

SAN JOSE HONDA

-E

"Churn,"

TAu

A Gift That Will Move Anyone

31911111
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By JANE HOYT
Society Editor

ALPHA
OMEGA
Jack H. Holland, head of the Business Management Department,
joined the brothers at dinner Monday night. After dinner the men
exchanged joke Christmas gifts with a maximum 50 cents on each
gift. The Tau Mates served hot apple cider and doughnuts.

The all new Honda 90 brings a new world of fun to the transportation problem. This dual purpose fun machine is something
that the whole family can enjoy and still fill the need of the low
cost transportation problem . . . for school, work and play.
$113.95 down and $17.97 mo.
141 South 3rd Street
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JO ANNE!

Home Economics majors and

planned with the adviser,

rai

Spa r

minors are advised to schedid,

semester
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The Brothers of

The Brothers and Pledges of

And a Joyous

SIGMA NU

ep3i10

Greetings

New Years

Y F.A

I ruin Us to You

wish everyone a

wish everyone the merriest of
Christmases and happiest of

NEW
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puna
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Merry Christmas

EV
ataj

the Brothers of
PIII :41(;11..1

and a

K.11’1’1

Prosperous NEW YEAR

_And
Section

Merry anstntas
... No matter what
you get
in your stocking . . .

54e estacliei

Sigma Kappa

The Brothers of -Sigma Pi

And
Feliz Navidad

WISH EVERYONE A VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS
AND A

The Brothers of

HAPPY AND PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR

Alpha Tau Omega
want to wish you

I

and yours a very
riihnas

mr,v

and
a
114 whiz you
lialipynewyear
tile very

lei’
The Brothers of

Me Italic/ay

ieaion
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Pi Kappa Alpha

THE LADIES OF
KAPPA DELTA

NOEL

hope your holiday season
is filled with lots of goodies
The Brothers of Sigma Alpha Mu

Poiperoui

wish everybody a IIAPPY NEW YEAR
and

flew Year

_;Iteetash,

The Ladies
Of
PHI MU

GAMMA
PHI
BETA
50V5

the best of Hie season
MERRY
CHRISTMAS
the brothers of THETA XI

HO! HO! HO!
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citamnsPrislus
a wish for

The Lathes of

ish Von .II
May the jay and peace
of the Christmas spirit

Christmas
Cheeeer

PEACE ON EARTH

ever be yours. and may
you hare a eery happy
am! blessed Christmas.
THE MEN 01:
DELTA
UPSILON

From the men of
Sigma Alpha Ep,iloo

The Brothers
and
Pledges
of
KAPPA SIGMA
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Pianist Plays Chopin
In Recital Here Jan. 5
Pianist Deno Gianoopo ouloos will
present an all -Chopin recital
Tuesday, Jan. 5, at 11:30 a.m. in
Concert Hall. The perfortnance
is free to everyone.
The recital will be the highlight (of the Survey of Music
Literature class concert series.
Patrick Meicrot to, assistant professor of music, teaches the class.
For his SJS appearance, Giai,,,poulos will play six preludes
ii iota Op. 24, "Ballade in G Mii," Op. 23; two Etudes, Op.
10 No. 1 and 7, and "Andante
Spianato and Grande Polonaise,,’
Op. 22.
On the pianist’s 1965 schedule

is his 1*(01(11,1110n ill the Chopin
Inter national Competition in
Warsaw, Poland.
The young artist, who comes
from Oakland, has studied for
the past six years in London
under a Hertz Scholarship. The
scholarship was awarded to him
by the University of California.
While in London, Gianopoulos
studied with Madame Ilona

2v
’Bar-Roorn’ Melodrama
Wins Laud for Local Group Students Present
VI INISS
Its \ 1( is 1 i
1:ottinto ,
-1,11
With the HMI lc of the play, a
classic melodrama. complete with
polarized peesonilipaiion rif good
and evil, a inusival olio, and all
the rest of the schmaltz one
would expect.
But what stood out and beyond all this in the Actors’ Repertory Theater’s latest production was the performance of one
tiny little man, the master of
ceremonies, Syd Myring.
Somewhere in his 80’s, this
getluita veteran of the vaudeville
stage cavorted, capered, gagged,
mugged, whistled, and wryly
commented and introduced the
action in a manner that can
only be described as charming.
He picked up the show, tucked
It under his arm, and walked
away with it.
William W. Pratt’s grand old
melodrama depicts the evils of
boozebut the story’s not really
important. The play serves as a
vehicle for the performers in
this instance, and the cast assembled by Dick Bakkerud, the
company’s direct))’, milks it for
all its worth.
Russ Tabbert, a very fine actor, displays great talent as the
ALL THE
JOYS OF

HERB’S
Chevron Station

f

STOP AT THE
SIGN OF
BETTER
SERVICE
Whatever your erP,I
.ey of
auto services, from d Tonhi.1 of gas
fo an engine funeup, you can be
sure you’ll gel prompt expert attention at reasonable student rates.
Oa CHANGE
LUBRICATIONS
FRONT WHEELS
BEARINGS PACKED AND
RELINLD
BRAHLS ADJUSTED AND
TIRES BALANCED
MOTOR TUNE-UP
Corner of 9th and William St.

,Motg,ill.
erourtoolcd 111,11,
Honda LeWis, iin SJS graduate,
portray’s his pure -as-the -driven snow daughter, Little Mary, with

MISS BONDA LEWIS
. SJS grad in local play
little restraint who needs restraint in melodrama?).
And yes, there’s a villain in
this piece (besides liquor), that
wretched swindler, Harvey
Green, handled nicely at times
by Les Atkins. And William
Houck, as the handsome, (lashing
young dandy, Willie Hammond,
dies combatting him.
There’s strong support in the
rest of the cast in most instances, and it helps to make the
ART’s third production its most
enjoyable.
The melodrama will be repeated Friday through Sunday
for the next three weekends at
t he ART, 26 1V San Salvador.

RENT

TYPEWRITERS
standa,d Portable Flectrio
As 1.file to 200 per day

Modern Office
Machine Company
293-5253
124 E. San Frnarido
(Nod door to Cal Boolc Stem)

’Choraliers’ Sing
Christmas Music
"The Choraliers" will present
a concert of Christmas music today at 11:30 a.m. in Concert
Hall. The concert is free to
everyone.
Under the direction of William Erlendson, professor of music, the group is composed of
select men’s and women’s voices
from the A Conotalloo Choir.

Christmas Legends
Nim,y christm. legend, persist. In Switzerland, for Instance,
dumb animals are supposed to be
able to speak at midnight on
Christmas Eve. In Ireland. it is
believed that the gates of Heaven
’ire flung open on Christmas Eve,
admitting all deceased with no
questions asked,

SJS Music Department’s presentation of Handers "Messiah"
svill be featured this evening at
6 on KSJS, campus FM radio
station, 90.7 me.
For the KSJS broadcast, the
performance was recorded Monday night at the San Jose Civic
Auditorium by Location Recording Service of Olinda.
The A Cappello Choir, Glee
Clubs, College Symphony Orchestra and the General Chorus
combined for the performance
under conductor William Erlendson, professor of music. Soloists
Include soprano Sharon Gilbert,
contralto Jennifer Chase, tenor
Frederick Loadwick and bass
Dr. Edwin Dunning. Kristin
Erlendson was featured on the
harpsichord.

MERRY CI I HISTMAS
11A I’M NEW YEAH
4)...Kaira .A/a lytti

ja111111(1

Heisinger Directs TV Concert

Drama Honorary
Stages Yule Party

Verse Play Today
In Studio Theater
Jim Tellefson will direct today’s Studio Hour production at
2:30 in the Studio Theater of the
Drama Building. The play Is
free to the public.
Featured In the one -act blank
verse play are drama students
Terry Lumley, Traey Thornell
and Susan 11(aoper.
For Tellefson, a graduate student in drama, this is his third
time as director of Studio Hour
presentations. On stage he has
been seen in the campus productions of "The Lady’s Not for
Burning," "Ondine" and "Summer and Smoke."
Miss Lumley is best remembered for her performance in
the title role of Ondine. She also
played Desdimona in the summer
production of "Othello."
The Studio Hour play presentations are the work of student
directors in the Practical Directing class taught by Eugene Coy,
Instructor in drama.

’Messiah’ Concert
Recorded for Radio

DENO GIANOPOULOS
. famed pianist
Kabos and Gina Bachauer, a student of Rachmaninov.
Gianopoulos has been a featured soloist under conductor
Arthur Fiedler in four West
Coast performances.
Upon his return to Europe in
late January, Gianopoulos will
present three concerts in Greece,
Including one with the Athens
Philharmonic.

"San Jose Players," SJS honorary drama society, will hold
their annual Christmas party
tonight at R p.m. in Studio Theater, featuring acts presented by
the members.
Faculty and students of the
Drama Department and their
friends are invited to attend,
according to Kevin Seligtnan,
society president.
Following the Christmas program, the newly-initialed "Players" will be introduced. They
are Sally Kemp, junior; Tracy
nownell, sophomore; Sha men
Merriam, senior; Margaret Ann
Crain, senior, and Weldon Durham, senior.
Also being introduced are
Joye Packard, sophomore; Bob
Ryan, freshman; Tony Simmons,
junior; Holly Spangenberg, senior; Melba Tallent, senior, and
Bill Keeler, senior.

BRENT HEISINGER--assistant professor of music, directs the
Men’s and Women’s Glee Clubs in A videotaped concert of
Christmas music. The program will be presented over KNTV,
San Jose’s Channel II, twice during vacation. The television
showings are slated for Sunday night, 7-7:30, and Christmas Day,
3:30-4 p.m. The Men’s Glee Club opens the program with three
selections, accompaniedby pianist Dae Baird. Women’s voices
perform Benjamin Britten’s "Ceremony of Carols,- accompanied
by harpist Maureen Searles. The men and women combine to
present the "Hallelujah" chorus from the "Messiah," accompanied by Kristin Erlendson on the organ. Vernon Read, assistant
professor of music, acted as musical consultant for the videotaping.

Agnes Moorehead

’Witchcraft’ Woos Audience
By ROLAND MOMENTUM
"I have been instructed not to
do any witching acts tonight."
The house lights had dimmed.
A single spotlight focused on a
golden throne. Clad in a royal
blur robe, the lovable old mother witch, Endora, of the TV series, "Bewitched," better known
to some as the lovely and charming star Agnes Moorehead
ascended the stage. She courleseyed seven times to the standing ovation given her by a
packed audience in the San Jose
City College Men’s Gym a week
ago.
READS FROM TIMONE
Taking the throne, Mi as
1 lore licad began a series 01
moldings and recitations interspersed with personal anecdotes
concerning her childhood and
relatives,

During the performance, Miss
Moorehead displayed the artistry and great dramatic talent
which make her the great actress she is.
Reciting with
spellbinding
emotion and feeling, serumpanied by dramatic 4estures and
dialects
oftentimes southern
masking her own native Bostonian accent, she made the
audience feel all the moods and
emotions she wanted to convey.
It was often difficult to discern between what Miss Moorehead was reading or reciting,
and what she was ad-libbing to
the audience, so naturally did
she present her performance.
When she became "Cousin
Daphne" (one of her relatives
- a happy sort of character with
a pronounced, somewhat ungrammatical southern dialect),

the audience was helpless to (lc fend itself against the contagious joy and affection that
exuded.
"Cco:t..)1:1,ii,n,7TirDa,
Daphne"
l
,,

\ pp,- by
tho
Cincent Millay, the an’
could not help hut identify with
tho, boy in the poem, as portrayed by Miss Moorehead. In
her presentation. IMO saw one’s
town mother dead al the string.;
of a harp.
When Miss Moorehead was
happy, the audience felt happy
to the point of frivolity. When
she was sad, she moved the
audience to the point of tears.
In an aft er-t he -performance
Int PrOVW. Miss MflOrehlHt
tided hi Illts reporter that the
sparkling jewel she wore an her
left check was "just a bit of

witchcraft magic." But even
more magic than the jewel was
the evening’s performance.
Miss Moorehead read works
by Thurber, Millay. Frost and
Thoreau, and recited passages
from the Bible Also inebirtert
were a less-it hcr own original
rsIti::rItilegtsi.es,
o n io I 0 g
s and
In addition in her readings and
recitations, Miss Moorelicail related sons( of her experiences in
radio, television and the (h’ Vim’s
STANDING OVATION
lier performance Made fop a
delightful evening. Audience opinions presented nothing lout raving approval. as shown by the
standing ovation Miss Moorehead
received, (’not inning applause
demanded five wirtain calls from
the actress as she descended the
stage.
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For Sale Christmas Driving

Rose Bowl
Michigan vs. Oregon State
Cotton Bowl
_
Nebraska vs. Arkansas
Sugar Bowl
LSU vs. Syracuse
Orange Bowl
Alabama vs. Texas
1 Gator Bowl
Oklahorna vs._Florida_State
Sun Bowl
Texas Tack vs. Georgia
Blue Bonnet Bowl
Mississippi vs. Tulsa_
Gotham Bowl
West Virginia vs. Utah
Senior Bowl
North vs. South
Shrine Gam*
East vs. West
BlueGrey Game
Blue vs. Grey
NFL Pro Championship

Have Your Car Checked at
rJper.i,irtring on’y in

European Made Cars
Repair of Volkswagen Cars
Mercedes

Porsche

4fs

1

Baltimore

GARAGE EUROPA
MASTER MECHANICS

760 WILLOW ST.

Trained in Germany

San Jose

Werner Zollenkopt

292-5675

at

Runner-up
St.

Louis

Cleveland

I OSU by 2
Art

I

by .6

Syracuse by

7

I

by 13

Michigan

Michigan

Green

Bay

Syracuse

by

6

LSU by 1

and
illeashing the Wildest Taste Treat
ill American Hot Hog History!
I

inifiirgelable
th watering experience
1.1kt. oil tine id these delightfully naafi jumbo
lh,ga uniquely pleasurable eating ads enture.

HECTORS DOG HOUSE
So. loll. Street
..111 Jose, California
"fine franks since Hector tras a pup"
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Whether the bill is in francs, or lira, or yen, you can pay
with BANK OF AMERICA TRAVELERS CHEQUES
known and accepted wherever you go throughout
the world. Loss-proof and theft-proof, they’re the kind
of money you never have to worry about; money only
you can spend. Sold by leading banks everywhere.
NE, Or MOlo

mliamt /11.5 asp Smoot assorwies

MOS 1100:17

by

7

DISCOUNT

Grey by 3

Blue by

Cleveland

Baltimore by 9 Baltimore by

St.

St.

Louis

SJS Matmen
Face Bulldogs
In Home Meet
The San Jose wrestling team,
winner of the recent Sun Jose
Wrestling Tournament, entertains I
Fresno State College, second place
finisher In the tournament, at
7:30 p.m. Friday in the wrestling
room.
The Fresno State team is coached by San Jose State Hall of ,
Famer Dick Francis. Francis was
Pacific Coast Champion in 1954
one of the best
and 1955. "He
wrestlers I have ever coached,"
said Spartan coach Hugh Mumby.
Mumby, who anticipates a close
meet, warned, "Just because we
finished ahead of Fresno State in
the recent tournament, this is not
necessarily indicative of dual meet
superiority."
This will be the last meet for
the Spartan matmen until Jan. 16
when they meet Stanford and the
Oregon College of Education at
Stanford.
The Spartababes will meet San
Jose City College in the Spartan
wrestling room, Jan. 6.
Friday’s Spartan line up will
be Roy Kusomoto, 123; Ted Kap-I
hengst, 130; Art Beatty, 137; Lo
ren Miller, 147: Carl Dornmeyel
157; Richard Palm. 167; Mike
Herschfelt or Bill Harm, 177: and
Dan Barclay, heavyweight.

ATO Bowling Leader
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May your Christmas
you all the joy
your loyal friendship
has brought to us.
(wiriest wishes!

bring

cal

book

Co.

134 e. son fernando
son jose, california

STATE MEAT MARKET
Wholesale and Retail

THIS WEEK’S SPECIALS
PORK CHOPS

75c
fOr

VEAL SHOULDER CHOPS

59c lb.

ROUND STEAK

65
35

BEEF STEW
BEEF TONGUE
Wholesale

Plenty of FREE PARKING
Frafs. Sororities and Boarding

t.

lb.
lb.

lb.
lb.

Houses

4

Nernearreenealinalleastallainntai

The H’s land Inn
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Wishes to extend to all
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THE SAFE WAYto stay alert
without harmful stimulants
NoDoz keeps you mentally
alert with the same safe refresher found in coffee and
tea. Yet NoDoz is faster,
handier, more reliable. Absolutely not habit-forming.

Next time monotony makes
you feel drowsy while driving,
working or studying, do as
millions do ...perk up with
safe, effective NoDoz tablets,
Another line product at Glue Laboratorrn

3 mos. s18
USE OUR "RI’.. T
TO OWN" PLAN
AUSINC,SS MACHINES
N0 OFFICE, EOLAPNIf N

170 South Second

4

Corner 4th and Santa Clara
CV 2-7726
COMPLETE LINE OF FIRST QUALITY MEATS

of its customers

Special Student Rates
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Utah

Grey

I North by

7
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"weaters & Cashmere Coats Srt
Our Specialty

3

by 7

Alpha Tau Omega No. 1 continues to set a hot pace in the
intramural bowling league.
The Tao’s had a 17-1 record
through Monday’s action, with
Lambda Chi Alpha the Animals
No. 1 and SAE No. 2 close behind
in second place with a 13-5 record

So is this.

by

West

98,

The franc is local currency in France.

Miss.

West by 7 __

If frosh football coach John Webb has his way about it, San Jose
State will be the No. 1 football team in the nation in the near future.
The diminutive ex-Spartan halfback has been busily contacting
prospective grid candidates for next season.
He’s hardly had time to brush his teeth, what with licking 500
of the hest high school players In the
envelopes addressed to s
West.
John, who always has a smile on Isis lace, saki the 10Ier slay that
he is hopeful San Jose will get some top notch.Plpep gridders next year.
There is good reason to believe him.
The Spartababes, 4-3 this season, lost narrowly to highly regarded
University of California, Stanford and Santa Clara University yearling
teams. Cal outnumbered San Jose 5-1 in scholarships, amt Santa Clara
used a number of freshmen with varsity experience.
Yet
In each case, San Jose fought them on even terms and
succumbed late in the game, usually on a miscue.
This year San Jose had one of the finest groups of freshmen
players ever. And it is a good indication of the future.
With the reputation of the Spartan football program, coaching
and scholastic opportunities suiting around, more and more top
athletes are entering San .lose State.
Webb says there are 17 frosh players who will help the varsity
next year.
Linemen Dick Dixon and Dale Mowreader are "can’t miss" players. Dixon, an 185-pound linebacker, led the team in tackles. Mowreader, a 200-pound guard, has all the tools and desire, according to
Webb.
.
.
Other front wall men expected 10 make the varsity are tackles
Dave Evans, Bill Crone, Bob Hansen, Erv Knox and Dick Popejoy, and
center Tom Stonich.
Evans, 6-6, 275, and Crone, 6-5, 290, would give the Spartans
two of the biggest tackles on the coast. Hansen, who went under
the knife for a knee operation midway through the season, Is a fin,
prospect.
Ends Mike Cadilli and Paul Hailing should also help out. Both ,
boys were converted from quarterbacks and responded with some ""
fine receiving.
Webb feels quarterbacks Bob Toledo and Jim Webster, two San
rose products, will give Ken Berry, another San Jmic star, fine backup support. Berry will be a senior next year.
A host of halfbacks led by J. D. Johnson and Bob Trujillo are
The first annual intramural
expected to add to San Jose’s backfield strength next year.
novice judo touranment was held
(Continued on Page 7)
Monday.
No team score was kept.
Only men who had never competed intercollegiately were eligible.
Stan Yamada defeated Earl
Nielson to win the 135-pound division.
Jim Anderson captured the 150pound division. He whipped Mike
Morris for the title.
$10 REWARD IF WE MISS
In the 165-pound class, Rich
Flynn decisioned George Klinko
A FACTORY INSTALLED GREASE FITTING
for the title.
Ron Perdue beat John Roomel
Tire Rotation 35c per wheel Save on Oil Filters!
in the 185-pound division, and
Tire Repairs
Battery Charge Brake Adjustment 98c
Nash Kunkle edged Dick Peasley
NAnsT
Black
to win the heavyweight crown.
Fully Guaranteed Recaps $7.48
SIZES
Exchange

PURITAN OIL CO., 6th & Keyes
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Giggle Hours
8 p.m. to 9 p.m.
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DANCING
9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Screaming Terry and

Cage Tourney Here Set 26-3
Civic Auditorium will toe the , Losers of the first four gameo
place for basketball action aplenty I are paired for afternoon contests
when San Jose plays host to the I on Tuesday, at 1 and 3 p.m., with
sixth annual WCAC Christmas: the quartet of winners Matched at
7:15 and 9:15 p.m.
Tournament from Dec. 26-30.
If the Spartans and Dons win
This is the first year the annual
classic has been hat anywhere their opening games, they’ll meet
other than the University of San Tuesday night.
On Wednesday, the final day,
Francisco Memorial Gym.
afternoon games vtill determine
Action start. on Saturday,
the last four places. The chamDec. 26, with COP tackling Loypionship genie still begin at 9:15
ola at 7:15 p.m. followed by
p.m., preceded by a 7:15 battle
Santa Clara colliding with Santa
for third place.
Barbara at 9:15.
On Monday, the 28th, USF playsl USF is favored to capture the
: Pepperdine in a 7:15 p.m. game.! championship trophy.
I The Dons were favored last
St. Mary’s battles SJS at 9:15.

*

*

USF-SJS Match Seen in Classic

Utah, Uta h State Play Spartans
By DAVE PAYNE
Daily Sports Editor
There’s nothing but rough road
ahead for coach Stu Inman’s Spartan basket hollers.
Friday night, the Spartans will
face Utah’s fast breaking Redskins in Salt Lake City. Monday.
Utah state, with the likes of allAmerican candidates Wayne Estes
and LeRoy Walker, will face SJS
in Provo.
A recreation of the Utah game
: will be broadcast over KEEN
starting at 8 p.m.
The Spartans are underdogs in
I both contests.
There’s a good chance SJS will
meet preseason WCAC favorite
1 niversity of San Francisco In
the second round of the Christ111:1% Tournament in San Jose.
Should SJS dump St. Mary’s
and USF top Pepperdine in the
classic’s first round, the two wintiers will meet head-on in Civic
Auditorium, Tuesday night, Dec.
29

Pre-Christmas Sale
--

#

Open Fri. & Sat. Mite
Drop in for one for the road
1

iien-awnt

ow SALOON

AND PIZZA EMPORIUM
SO M
fibie 1181al kreJ
May To

!Me IA Pin

PAR ILLA
125 cc WILDCAT
SCRAMBLER
$499
Down Payment
Easy Terms
HOURLY RENTALS

loy.

HARTKE MOTORS
333 W. SAN CARLOS

1

k cal, but lost to Santa Barbara in
Ithe opening round. SJS went on to
take the tournament.
Two years ago, Loyola was favored. SJS went on to win that
one, also. Thus, the Spartans are
the only team to repeat a winner
in the tourney’s five year history.
One tournament jinx still persists. No team has yet to win the
tourney and then goo on to stake
an outright claim to the conference championship.
Loyola captured the first WCAC
classic, in 1959, followed on successive years by USF, Santa Clara,
and SJS’ two wins.

En route to the 1962 crown, SJS
defeated Pepperdine, 65-64, Santa
Clara, 65-62, and St. Mary’s,
55-51.
Last year, SJS dumped Loyola, 68-63, routed Santa Barbara.
77-50, then outfought Santa
Clara, 56-55.
SJS forward S. T. Saffolt1 was
named to last year’s all -tournament
team. Also garnering this honor
were Tom Lee, UCSB. 011ie Johnn U013.
son, USE, Bill

The D.O.M.*
Sweatshirt

Russ Vrankovich, Santa Clara.
Players to watch in this yea: affair are forwards Dick Schion,
ler, Loyola; Bob Krulish, Lit
Roland Betts, Pepperdine;
Moore, St. Mary’s: Erwin MUCH,:
and Joe Ellis, USE; S. T. Saffolti
and Pete Newell, SJS; Tom Lee.
Santa Barbara; and Bruce Aseh,
Santa Clara.
Also center 011ie Johnson, USF;
and guards Eric Paulson, Santa
Clara, and Jackie Gleason, SJS.

Grid Future Bright
((’ontinued trauma Page 6)

the Penetrators

*

SPARTAN DAILY-7

A game between these two
teams in the tourney will give a
good indication of what chance the
Spartans will hake of derailing
the Dons during the regular season.
SJS’ league opener will he an
early’ WellN011 do (Sr die clash
willsyou guessed itUSF. The
Dons will play host to the Spartans on the Hilltoppers’ Memorial Gymnasium.

Possibly the best basketball
game in the country during Christmas vacation will unveil at USF
next Wednesday night when the
Dons play Utah State.
It’ll be all-American candidates
011ie Johnson against Wayne
Estes.

P4

ClainpUJ

Frosh Cagers
Play SJCC Friday
In Jaguars’ Gym
The freshman basketball team
which had won three games in a
row, suffered its fourth loss of
the season Tuesday in a 74-60 loss
to College of San Mateo.
"San Mateo is a strong team,"
said Spartababe coach Dan Glines,
"but we shot poorly. We set up
plays well and had countless, free
shots, but could not capitalize on
these opportunities.
"Dan McConnel played an outstanding game as usual, and I was
very pleased with Sam White’s
hustle, and Keith Erickson’s 16
,point scoring effort."
The Spartababes travel to San
Jose City College Friday where
they will play one of the highest
scoring junior college teams in
Northern California. "SJCC is not
as big as most of the previous
teams we faced," said Glines, but
is one of the speediest and high
scoring teams we will face this
season.
SJCC lost their last game, 88-85,
to the Univers4 of California
freshmen in overtime.

Others are Jerry Howell, Ron Parker and Bob Hamilton.
Johnson will give the Spartans the break -away threat they lacked
this season on punt returns and kickoffs, according to Webb. The
170-pound speedster can run the 100-yard dash in 9.8 seconds. He ran
for 75, 62, 60, 55, and 80 yard touchdowns this season.
Trujillo, another speoviburner, could make it at halfback or
flanker. The elusive 180-pounder ran for an 82-yard score against
Fresno State.
Parker, brother of Dennis on the varsity, is a fine defensive
halfback. He is a hardnosed tackler and sure defender.
Webb credits much of the team’s success to assistants Larry
Hansen, Ron McBride, Ron De Monner and John Woodhall. "They did
a heckuva job with the riyers," praised Webb.
"This group of players was the finest I’ve ever worked with,"
he added.

First Immanuel Lutheran Church
and
Student Center
Lutheran Church Missouri Synod
374 So. 3rd Street
Sunday Morning Services:
2 blocks from school

8:15, 9:30 and 11:00
College discussion group: 9:45

Even in the dark, one taste will tell you
why Lucky is the beer beer-drinkers drink!

postpaid, plus 4% (211r
sales tax in Calif.
Write

D.O.M. ENTERPRISES
201 Town & Country Village
Palo Alto, Calif.
Dirty Old Man

I

11:2

Attend the Church of Your Choice
This Christmas Vacation

for the complete collegiate experience
worship this Sunday at

First Baptist Church
the downtown church
catering to the college community
8.30 & 11.00 en,. Morning Worship
9:45 a.m. College -Seminar"
5:45 per. TriC Club
198 So. Second St., San Jose
Dr. Clarence R. Sands, Pastor

For a joyous Christmas Season away front home
You are invited to worship at
.1r3t Covenant Churc4
Co. & Riverside
Services
Covenant Collegians meet at 9:45 a.m.
Teacher: Jim May, Campus Crusade Director
Services: 11:00 a.m.; 7:00 p.m.
Pastor Arvid Carlson. D.D.

Once again the holiday season is upon us. We at Roberts
would like to take this opportunity to thank the students of
San Jose State for their generous support during the past
year. It is because of this support that we have been able to
constantly expand our services in order to more fully serve
you. We are constantly adding to our art supplies section, obtaining more books for your selection, and, in general, striving for greater convenience and service for you.
All of us at Roberts wish each of you a very Merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year. We hope that we may
continue serving you during the corning years.

brought the beer.. you were supposed to bring the flashlight!"

$4.95

A. J. BROMMER, Pastor - 292-5404
R. Fiedler. Director of Music: B. Dahms, Vicar - 294-7033

00

"I

In white or black, M, L, XL

tilde

LUCKY PIERRE

4

For all you lok ers of the good life,
here at last is the sweatshirt for
you! Also a great gift for that
friend you’ve been calling a
D.O.M. all these years.

S-SPARTAN
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Thursday, Dee
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Coeds To Entertain Senior Citizens
SJS coeds from various living’ ire, which is headed by Linda
centers will entertain 21 "senior Zieger, 20, junior drama major
citizens" at is haul welfare home’ from Sherman Oaks.
I The coedx will serve cakes arid
this evening, beginning at 6:30.
The activity is sponsored by the candy, sing carols and perform
AWS Community Service Commit- !skits.

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY ’EM!
ANNOUNCEMENTS Ill
WORLD’S WILDEST R 8 R band: The
Infidels. $60. Scott, 293-9436.
WE PAY cash for your BEST APPAREL.
We sent and sell NEW bridal gowns,
veils, Crowns and hoops. UNIQUE
SHOPPE,
1589
Meridian. 264-7552.
Closed Mon.
UNWANTED HAIR removed by elec.
NANTELLE R. E., 210 S. 1st
294 4499.
SQUAW VALLEY’S
Olympic Village will feature
THE INVADERS
Der. 26 . Jan. 2 - Dot 11415 ’end_
NOTE: Give Ti -war List
1. to men
. ied
AUTOMOTIVE 121
’56 CHEV. Bel Air, V S. 2 dr. HT. Es.
extras. 248-5193 after 6.
’56 PLYMOUTH - New battery, new
bieSes 24S 0491.
’56 MERC. Montcla.r - PS, PB, R/H.
LAO. $350. .258 0579.
MUST SELL now, 61 Comet. 5522.
15.01/0 miles Like new. $1600.
It.
7/55 Jay ..,
T BIRD 57 --r WW, 3
I.’
3/9.2461.
DESPERATE
loran. 293.9320
57 PLY. 4 di. t11. Ne.
.,.., tiros.
Larry. 294
VOLVO ’60 -- White, P.V. 544. C1666.
WSW. 266-8614.
WS,
’57 MERC. Montclair. 2 dr., HT, R/H,
B Ex. cond. $500. 264-5155 aft. 6.
55 DODGE V-41 - R/ H. Good cond.
293.9554 after 6. $150. Dennis.
’38 18-3 - R/H. New paint 8 tires.
5700. 295-2098, eves.
’60 CHEV. IMPALA unna tilde. Good
2
- 4/1.1.0 mile, lirst

CONTRACT Or
CORDON HALL
rroring sem. Call Lcis, 295-8014.
MALE MEOW to chats unmoor. apt. w.
3 others. Sands Apt, 295-0514.
JO MAR HALL controct for tale. Discount. 297-5085. Ask for Ron.
STUDENT TO SHARE house w. own
room. $28. 167 E. St. John. Near SJS.
ROOM - Men. $35. Kitchen prix. 2959927. 11$ So. 14th St. 5 p.m. or wkends.
KILLION HALL CONTRACT for sale
At discount. Phone 286.1574.
HELP! Boarding house contract for sale,
Marian Hall. Spring - discount. Must
sell. 293.9892.
ROOM & BOARD. Toad Hell. Men’s
appr. Discount. Phl Caylor. 297 9733.

SERVICES 181

2 lines

-

-

One time Three times Flve times
50c a lin 2k a line 20c a lee

$1.00

$1.50

3 lines

1.50

2.26

3.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

Run nd
IStarting Date

9:30 a.m. to 9 p.m.
for your
Christmas shopping
convenience.
Remember our
year round 35%
discount on all
merchandise.

VAUGHN’S
125 So. Fourth

ilrOVVAMEV-46****
IMAPIlmr96.1"16ria

The Japanese Ministry of Edu-

5 lines

2.50

3.75

5.00

.50

.76

1.00

THEATRE!

thic is the dryer for Dectolene

STARTS
FR:DAY

cation I hlonbushol has announced
its

Monbusho

Scholarships

for

his is the iron for Ilectolene

1965. The scholarships are granted
to

Americans

for

postgraduate

studies at Japanese universities.
Five
Monbusho
Scholarships
provide either a two-year or a
year and a half study period. One
commences April 1965 and continues until March 1967. The year
and a half program lasts front
October 1965 to March 1967.
The schularshipa are available
to both men and women. Applications and additional information
may be obtanied from the Consulate General of Japan, 60 Call-,
ornia St., San Francisco, Dead- I
line for applications is Jan. 20,

Plus Walt Disney’s
"Tatooed Police Horse"

1965.
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NEVER, NO NEVER NEEDS IRONING,

7

polyester tricot never needs the touch of an iron.

3

Launder as you will, it comes out wrinkle-free
in just 2 hours. Won’t stretch, shrink or dis-

286 So. let St.
Y"’

Print your ad here:
(Count 33 (attars and Spaces tor Each Um)

-1.1alguarlres
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(7)
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It’s srue! Arrow Dectolene of 100% Dacron’

(:1 Housing (5)
Lost and Found (6)

Name

3.

NOT EVEN A LITTLE BIT

El For Sale (3)
O Help Wanted (4)
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CORNER SU 11th SIRED & SANIA CLARA
at 7 in MG206.
PHONE 295-9920
The club insites all students interested in gaining experience and
THIS AD GOOD FOR $5.00 ON ANY TUNE-UP
poise in the use of skis.
Professional instructors will give
lessons lii putt ing on skis, Onnpletvarious turns, and climbing 4414:Atir3 )117411410t4e
ing
techniques. All equipment will he
provided at the meeting.
Vaughn’s will be
In conjunction with the lessons
open Monday
an instructional film will he shown.
SIgnups for the semester break
thru Friday
and Heavenly Valley trips also
from
will be taken at the meeting.

Oils, Sculpture
Now on Exhibit

(7)

O Personals (7)
Services (8)
Transportation

Carl Brown Shell Station
& Bill Boone Automotive

1,1
Attlirlf!
1,r)
of the husk: use of skis will be
presented by the ski chat tonight
A

$2.00

4 lines
Add deb
amount Iss
each additional fine

e are specializing in an s’ car reimir and in is
eamplele line of .‘,11,11 licadmis

Ski Tips Featured
At ’School’ Tonight

11. WI ANTONIO MIMS
Itsmamoa.km

PinnOuncements (1)

0 Automotive

Student Services
To Remain Open

1965 Monbusho
Grants Announced

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Two lines
One time

Having Car Trouble?

BEAUTY

C.

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION:

John A. Greaten, program man- leader lnlerle"s*
Arab-American and 11111e1
ager at Auerbach Corporation,
8 p.m., Newman Center, 79 S. Voli,
Washington, D.C., will lecture St. The Arab-Israeli conflict %%di i.
twice today on wiper:is of computer discussed by the Arab-Americ:,i
and Hillel Clubs. Mohammad Al
programming.
present the Arab views,
At 9:30 a.m. In F:D435 Gotalen wan will
while Ahron Bogomilsky will repwill lecture on "The Qualities of
resent the Israeli views.
Good Programming." This talk is
Baptist Student l’alon, 7:30 pm..
directed toward students and fac- Memorial Chapel.
luternatituud lislatIluna Club, 3
ulty who have VATIP knowledge of
p.m., C11162, business meeting.
programming.
Dues for the semester will lie colAt 3:30 p.m. In ED100 he will
lected.
lecture on "Frontiers of ComFolk lalutde Club, 7:30 p.m.,
puter Science." This will be a
M250, Christmas caroling. Particinon-technical talk directed toward I - all students, according to the
mathematics department.

emu fy Care
Low, low

I AUTO INSURANCE for students. Chef
Bailey 286-5386 449 W San Cork*
TYPING, all kinds. IBM Electric. Worlr
WEDDING INVITATIONS. 300 for $29. guaranteed. Jo Vine, 378-8577.
Wedding Press, 295-0946,
TYPING - Term paper, thesis, etc. Pic*
KASTLE SKIS, 215 cm. metallic:. Kolfix Electric 243.6313
Lx .e. Marker bindings. Orig. cost, $140 EXCELLENT TYPING in my horn*. 252
sell or $50 or best offer. 295.0261 5793.
CLASSICAL GUITAR - Rosewood. $50 EXPERT TYPING - My home. Reports
!... i-.,fer. 295-5027 after 7:00.
_ term, papers. etc. 258.9424.
S W. RADIO KnightliT11710-A. Complete EXPERT TYPING SERVICES - braid.
..
tic. Tom Brooks. 294 6019
releri. Call 292 8483,
sr: ed
’59 ALLSTATE 250 motorcycle. God
1 1,-.
ELECTRA skis - $15.
TRANSPORTATION 191
Call 378-4902.
WOMAN S
skis. Safety bindings. L.A.-BOUND senior wouid iiie to share
.3 !ion. $45. 293-7877.
ride with small female companion. Dec.
3 PR SKIS
1 . & adults. 1 pr. 18, 130: 244.7547 remss.
Hs 264 4973.
NEED RIDE to San Diego or L.A. Dec.
Elf
er and Ei,o IS aft. 12:30. Call Judy, 293-2142.
’run. $100 tor 2 RIDERS to Portland, round trip. Share
exp. Call Steve, 248-4324.
DOUBLE BED $15. bike $20. Good NEED RIDERS from Orange County to
.
site 9. $9, Tape S.J.S. on Jan. 3. Rm. 2268. 294.6019.
298 1858.
NEED RIDERS to Seattle. Leave Fri. at 6
LARGE WHITE
icciehyde reclirer p.m. Larry, 293-6998 after I.
8.9895 aft. 6 P.M.
PLYING HOME/
HELP WANTED 141
Limousine special to San
Francisco airport - $8 per person
PART TIME JOBS avail, with beauty or $14 from 2 to 6 persons:
counselor. 144 3831 after 5,
San Jose Airport -- $7 per
person or $12 from 2.6 persons.
HOUSING 151
Call Collect
PALO ALTO LIMOUSINE
"THE MECCA" - Men’s Approved
SERVICE
Hc.,ting. Clean lar,ie rooms. Excellent
327.4141 or 328-4142
(6,1 Close to SJS. 792.2635.
FURNISHED APARTMENTS for rent. RIDERS from Wichita Ken., leave 12,28
Oral 8 Two bedroom. 523 East Reed St, to 30. Call Sacco, CY 50906.
460 SO. 6th - 3 rm. (urn, apt. $90. RIDE to Bakersfield
Xmas. Room for
Aid*: Anal, Dec. 20th. 292-2250.
2 girls. Cont. 674 S. 9th. No. I.
TWO SPRING Killian Hail Appr. Apt
2Q9 0514.
’
LYNN HALL CONTRACT. Must Sell!
ATTENTION ! !
;
o ,
Chris, 292.7961.
Classified Advertising Office will be
CONTRACTS (2) for sale. DIscounr
closed Friday, December 111. It will
I Bldg. Htd. pool. Urgent
open 894iR at 9:30, Monday, Jnosery
295-4230 after 4.
4.
4 CONTRACTS
sole. Wms. app. Rm.
". 747 9757. Judy.
’.,

Send to: Spartan
Daily CLASSIFIEDS,
1206, San Ion State
College, San Jose 14,
Calif.

-e- Spartaguide
TODAY:
pants are requested to bring a car
Club, 7:30 p.m., MG206.
or a pick-up truck if possible.
Intercultural Steering irommitWHA Basketball, 7 pm., PER toe, 1:30 p.m. -4:30 fist.. College IM.
Union, foreign student it ielt Ill.

Library Remains
Open Throughout
Christmas Holiday

FOR SALE 131

To buy, sell, rent, or
anything,
announce
just fill out and clip
thls handy order
blank.

mmt +Mr ^1M$

Gosden received his M.A. in
mathematics from Cambridge University in 1953. He has directed
During the Chrisirmi, - cation
programming research and has
the Spartan Cafeteria will be open
been responsible for the design
Monday through Friday 7:45 a.rn
and production of coding languages
to 4 p.m.
and translators.
The Spartan Bookstore will he
He is credited with a number open 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., weekdays.
The Alpha Kappa chapter of
of "firsts" In computer programAdministration offices will be Della Phi Delta, national art fraMUST SELLIII Two men’s app. contracts ming in Brit.i,rt
open during holidays from 9 a.m. lernity, currently has ils memdiscount, pool, Ph. 292.8309.
belts: work exhibited in the cento 5 p.m. during the week.
GRANT HALL - 4 contracts for sale
Whole apt. Discount. 298.1137.
The cafeteria, bookstore, and tral library exhibit ease. Works
MEN: Single or double rms. Mature
administration offices will not be displayed include watercolors, oils,
students wanted. Furs., kitchen ladlitios.
open Christmas or New Year’s jewelry, pottery, sculpture, phoCall 264.2876 or 2931938.
tograpy and textile pieces,
my.
2 CONTRACTS for sale. $190 each
Contact Pam or Ellen. 295 0233.
3 CONTRACTS for sole - Halls of Ivy.
Appr. apt. Discount. 291.7288,
The holiday schedule for Ilie
GORDON HALL CONTRACT - Spring
semester. Nice roommates. Discount. Call library is: Friday, main library,
297 6295.
8 a.m. to 5:30 p.m., reserve book
prices
room, 7:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.; SatLOST AND FOUND 161
All work done by qualified
urday and Sunday, closed; Dec.
BICYCLE: Prone ownership. Pay for ad 21 through 23, 8 am. to 5 p.m.,
students under supervision
Phone 793 2515.
Dec. N, 8 a.m. to 12 noon; Dec.
25 through 27, closed; Dee. 213
PERSONALS 171
through Dec. 31, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.;
COLLEGE
SULLIVAN
TEACHER - Student Europan tour Jan. 1 through Jan. 3, closed; Jan.
295-9516
including Greece. Greek Isles, inclusive 4, regular schedule.
374 South nut St.
con $1295. 60 days total. Local student
recommendation (rots last summer’s
moor. Call CH 1.0731.
WANTED: A store martequin Fom61,
SAN JOSE’S
Cell 293 0895. Leave message.

i yl. Good cord
5125. 297 5038 6V12%.

’56 PLYMOUTH
/-

Business Executive
To Speak Today
On Computers

Phona---

color. Shown in Glen, a soft, short -point, medi-

$1.25

STEAK DINNER

OPEN 24 HOURS

’ix 04.11
ph 21.1h 2110)

Sportswear
Evening wear
Daytime fashions

ANGELO’S

AU at popular
college prices

HOUSE
STEAK
72 E. Santa Clara Street

’Free Gift Wrapping
mom)

’DuPont Reg. T

Our Famous Small Rib -eye

Free Parking at Al’s &

(No of days) Enclose $

um -spread collar. 8.9$.

A delicious steak at college prices !

Earl’s

38 So. 3rd Street

1+-rofte

rot: atrit

PHONE 295-2190, CREDIT TERMS AVAILABLE
OPEN DAILY 9:30 TO 9 ’TIL CHRISTMAS

11=1"16.11191AlF160".giorimarrimk
SUN. 12-5:00

I.

